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Abstract:
This researchattempts to formalize the type of causalargumentsengineersemploy to

understandcircuit behavior. A causal argument consists of a sequenceof changesto circuit
quantities(called events),eachof which is causedby previousevents. The set of eventsthat an
individual eventcan directly causeis largely an artifact of the point of view taken to analyzethe
circuit. A particularcausalargumentdoesnot rule out otherpossibly conflicting causalarguments
for the samecircuit. If the actualbehaviorof thecircuit is known or determinedby measurements,
thecorrect argumentcan be identified. The selectedargumentis a rationalizationfor theobserved
behaviorsinceit explainsbut doesnot guaranteetheobservedbehavior.

A causalanalysisprogramQUAL hasbeenimplemented~which determines,the response
of a circuit to changesin input signals. It operateswith a simple four valued arithmetic of
unknown, unchanging, increasing and decreasing. This program is used to illustrate the
applicability of causal reasoning to circuit recognition, algebraic analysis, trouble.~hootingand
design.
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Causal Explanations of Circuit Behavior
When an electricalengineeris asked to explain th~,operationof an electrãcalsystemhe

will often describeit in termsof a sequenceof eventseachof which is ~caused”by previousevents.
By throwing away most of the detailsof the system,he is able to extracta sequentialdescriptionof
thebehaviorof the system,characterizingits major features.This is sufficient for manypurposes.

Sequentialdescriptionsare ubiquitous in engineers’verbal and textbook explanations.
Consider the Schmitt trigger (see Figure 1). The explanationreadsas if a time flow has been
Imposedon it.

Figure1: TheSchmittTrigger
“... An increasein v, augmentsthe forward bias on the emitter junction of the first transistor,
therebycausingan incrementalincreasein thecollectorcurrent,t~1of that transistor. Consequently
both the ~oliector-to-groyndvoltagev1 of the first transistor,and thebase-to-groundvoltageof the
‘second transistorv3, decrease.The secondtransistoroperatesasan emitter follower which hasan
additional load resistor on the collector. Therefore,there is an decreaseIn the emitter-to-ground
voltage v2. This decreasein v2 causesthe forward bias at the emitter of the first transistor to
increaseeven more thanwould occur asa consequenceof the initial increaseIn v1 alone....’THarrls
et.al. 66, p.68)

A goal of this researchis to developa clear understandingof the notion of causalityas
found in this argument.

Causalexplanationsdescribehow the behaviorsof individual componentscontributeto
theoverall behaviorof thecircuit and arethereforeuseful in analysis,troubleshootingand design.
Sincea completealgebraicanalysisof evensimplecircuits can be expensive,knowledgeof how the

individual componentscontribute to the circuit’s compositebehavior indicating which algebraic
model should be used in the analysis,significantly improves efficiency [de Kleer & Sussman78).
For example,an integratedcircuit operationalamplifier containsa largenumberof transistors,but
few of them are situated on the main signal path. For many calculations the effect of the~
auxiliary transistorson the signal can be ignored or accountedfor by much simpler transistor
models. The causalexplanationidentifies which transistorsarecr~cialto thebehaviorand which
are not. Causalreasoningalso plays a fundamentalrole in identifying the faults responsiblefor

+1~ +10”
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symptomaticbehavior and in localizing faults at a shallower level of detail before entering the
more expensivedeep analysis [Brown 76] Ede Kleer 76]. Early designscan be checked to see
whetherthey haveahy hopeof achievingtheir desiredbehavior,andthe sectionswhich are critical

to thedesiredbehaviorcan be identified for specialattention[McDermott 761

Causality is an Artifact
The “causality” of an argumentis an artifact of the level of detail used in the analysis

that producedit. This can be demonstratedin the Schmitt trigger exampleby using a transistor

model whoseV
8

E is fixed. Using this model still dropsas a consequenceof increasingL~,but
now rises since is rising and VBE is fixed. Both of theseeffects cause to rise. This new

argumentpredicts’ the same output signal, but the details of how this signal is achieved are
completely different. The new argumentdoes not identify the feedback,and predicts that will
rise while the earlier argumentpredicts it will drop. This is an exampleof two different causal
explanationsfor the externalbehavior.

U
0

VI

Figure2 : TheSchmittTrigger
Sincethe componentmodelsutilized in thesecausalargumentsare local, thesearguments

could all havebeengeneratedby a simplepropagationof knownsignals: thesignalsareappliedto
the their adjacentdevice models which in turn predict other signals. Although most causal
argumentscan be ger~eratedby propagation,no suchclaim can be madeaboutthe validity of the

converse. With a rule “A causesB,” propagationwill deduceB if A is valid, but will alsodeduceA

if B is valid when there is no other plausible causeto account for it. The latter deduction is

undesirable.For example,oneusuallythinks of increasedVBE causingincreasedL~,but the Inverse
deductionof increasedi~causingincreased is usuallythought to be noncausalsince something

must haveincreased~ However,the collectorcurrent cannotIncreaseunlesssomethingsupplied
it with morecurrent. This examplefurther illustratesthat “causality” is largely an artifact of the

pointof view takento analyzethe circuit.
The explanationfor the Schmitt trigger madea numberof unsubstantiatedassumptions

asidefrom the choiceof transistormodels. Why doesthe incrementappearacross insteadof

RE? Why doesthe voltage v~drop sinceQ2’s turning off should raise It? Why Is the current

k

RE
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contributedby Q2’s turning off more than thecurrenttaken by Q~’sturning on? Thereare many
values for the parametersfor which the circuit cannot function at all. Most explanationsexhibit

these kinds of inaccuracies. The argumentsare only rationalizationsof the observedbehavior

(observed by actual measurementsor stated in the textbook). This does not detract from the

useful~iessof the explanations:no explanationeveraccountsfor ev~rydetail of the behavior. The
usefulnessof an explanationdoesnot dependon how completeor correct It Is, but whether the
explanationis sufficient for thepurposesit is applied to.

The Machinery for Causal Analysis
With the precedingdiscussionsproviding a philosophical starting point, this section

developsa mechanisticmodel for causalreasoning. The purposeof the model is to explain how
causalargumentscan be discovered.A causalargumentconsistsof a sequenceof assertionsabout
electricalquantitieseach of which hold as a consequenceof previousassertions. For example,the
causalargument “... An increasein v1 augmentsthe forward bias on the emitterjunction of the
first transistor,therebycausingan incrementalincreasein the collector current,.,.”, is a sequenceof
two assertions:v, increases,i~.1increases. I call theseassertionsthe eventsof a causalargument.

The deductionof oneeventfrom anotheris determinedby devicemodels. In the aboveexample
the model for the first transistor is one in which increasedemitter potential causesincreased

collectorcurrent. The devicemodelsarecentralto the theory sincethey utilize adescriptionof the

topological structureof the circuit to determinethe mechanismunderlying the behavior of the

circuit. These modelsare the only part of the theory that refers to circuit topology; all further
theory will utilize the mechanismfragmentsthat the modelsproduce.

The causalanalysismachineis basedon the presuppositionsthat the causaldevicerules
are local and that the çventsof acausalargumentarediscoveredin their causalsequence.By local

I meanthat the rules for a device(1) refer to asmallnumberof circuit quantIties,(2) refer to circuit

quantitiesthat are topologically adjacentto the devicebeing modeled,and(3) that every deviceof

the sametype is modeledby thesamerules, independentof topologicalcontext.
The causalanalysismachinehasthreecomponents.The modeling componentspecifies

the behaviorof the basicdevices. The wiring componentprovidesa way to describecircuits and
circuit models. The execution componentdetermineswhen device rulesare to be applied. The
wiring and execution componentsare almost completely determined by the presuppositionsof
localnessand ordering. The modelingcomponentwill be discussedafter the wiring andexecution

have been developed. Since the construction of device models is difficult, it is important to

determineas much information as possibleabout their generalstructurebefore consideringspecific

models.

The quantities of interest in the analysisof a circuit are representedby cells. Each
voltage, current and device parameterhas its own uniquecell. A cell may contain one or more
values. For example,~ may be representedby CELL-67 and contain the values I ma and0 ma
signifying that the collector current is 1 ma when Oj is on and0 ma when Qj is off. Eachcell Is
connectedto the other cells by electrical laws. Whenevera cell receivesa new value, the rules It

participates in are examined to determine whether it is possible to deduce new values for
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neighboring cells. Sincea cell can participatein many rules,a queueof newly discoveredvalues Is
maintained. This can introduce nondeterminism. If only one value can be deducedfrom each

application of a rule, the queuewill not grow and the assignmentswill be totally ordered.

The behaviorof an electrical componentis describedby adevicemodel which consistsof
an association list specifying the cells the model is connectedto and rule prototypesreferring to

these cells. The rule prototypes specify how values in the cells are related. A transistor model

utilized in the Schmitt trigger argument might be:

(Nv (voltage e) I associationfor emitterpotential
(1 c (current c))) associationfor collector current

(increasing v implies increasing ic)) rule prototype

Voltage and current refer to the appropriatecell of the specific transistor. The detailedstructure

of the rule prototypes will be discussedin the nextsection. When anew circuit is created,instances
of the circuit models are created for each of the circuit’s devices. An instance of a model Is

constructedby making a copy of the rule prototypeand connecting it to the transistor’scells as

indicated by the associationlist.

The wiring componentprovidesa very generalmechanism. SYN [de Kleer & Sussman

78) usesthe samemachineryto do synthesisof electroniccircuits by propagationof constraints. In

the caseof propagationof constraintsthe rule prototypesare algebraic equations. The causal

analysisdescribedin this paperis implementedusingthis basicmachine.
Causal flow analysis,which describescircuit behavior in termsof a sequenceof events,is

distinguished from other types of analysis by how it deals with time. Causal analysis assumesthat

the time of the basic machine can be identified with the sequential events of the causal argument,

!ater events in the argument are discovered Jaterin the analysis. Eacheventin a causalargument
is an assignmentof a value to a cell. This value dependson previouseventsin the argument.and
must not be changed or improved upon after it hasbeenplacedthere. Someof the consequencesof

this are that each cell is assigneda value only onceand that eachrule is usedonly unilaterally. A

rule is used unilaterally if each of the cells it is connected to is Used only as an output or as an
input, but not both. If a rule uses the samecell as an input Or output, it Is used bilaterally.

Analogously a rule which hasthe potential to be usedbilaterally is referredto as bilateral rule.
Propagation of constraints violates most of these conditions when It introduces

anonymous objects. Cell valueswhich dependon anonymousobjectschangeas the systemsolves

for the anonymous objects. In order for propagationof constraintsto solve for the anonymous
objects, the rules must be expressedas bilateral constraints. The rules used in causal models,

however, tend to be unilateral: transistor can causei~,but not vice versa. The ‘conditions of

causal flow analysis demand that every bilateral rule be used onl}k unilaterally. For example, the

causal resistor model is bilateral in and v~,but the rule must be used only unilaterally in a

particular causal flow argument: for any resistor, t
R must be usedto derive v~.or vice versa,but

not both. ‘

An analysis by propagation of constraintsthat does not require the Introduction of
anonymousobjects meetsthe criteria for a causal flow analysis. S~ichanalysesare rare. A causal
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flow analysisis permittedto makeassumptionsabout the behaviorof the circuit. Assumptions~like

anonymousobjects,are used to break impassesin the analysis. However, an assumptionis not a
kind of disguised anonymousobject. The anonymousobject is introduced In the hope that the

ensuingpropagationswill be able to restrict the anonymousobject’s value. A propagationbasedon
an assumptionhasa completelydeterminedvalueand this valuedoesnot changeif the assumption

is validated or refuted. Assumptionsprovide a way of expressingpartial information about the

circuit’s behavior. A valuewhich dependson an anonymousobjectis unknown,but a valuewhich
dependson an assumptionis known if the assumptionis valid. The applicability of causalflow

analysisdependson how easy it is to compute with theseassumptions. Although It is easy to
expressassumptionsrepresentedasalgebraicexpressions,it is difficult to computewith them.

The machinecan be controlled in two distinct ways. The queueof pendingdeductions
can be reorderedarbitrarily and the rules upon which it operatesare arbitrary. These two
techniquesallow the machineto be controlled such that the implicit time order of its deductionsIs

identified with the time imposedby a causalargument. The basic idea is that devicemodelsare
forced to be locally causal. For example, the causalmodel for the transistordoesnot respondto

changesin i~.Deductionsbasedon assumptionsareinsertedat the endof the queue.
The determinationof output behavior is just one purposeof analysis. In this research,

the main purposeof analysis is to determinehow the individual componentscontribute to the
circuit’s overall behavior. Electrical engineeringhas developed an informal folklore of these
contributions, and much of this folklore is related to causal flow analysis. For this reason,this

researchfocuseson developinga theory of causalflow analysisfor circuits. Such a theory,by itself,
is useful for many purposes,but it also providesthefoundation for a moresophisticatedanalysisof

the teleologyof the components.

Electrical Device Models

Although the constraintmodelsfor devicesareagreedupon, no similar agreementexists
for the causal models which are tacitly used in qualitative arguments. This section presentsa
sequenceof different modelsfor a few devicesin order to explain the issuesInvolved. A simple
model will be proposed first, followed by more sophisticatedrliodels designed to correct the

shortcomingsof the first.
The causal explanation of how a circuit works is a qualitative description of the

equilibrating processthat ensueswhen signals are applied to the circuit. The behavior of the
Schmitt trigger wasdescribedin this way. This will be called incrementalqualitative (IQ) analysis.
Since most circuits are designedto deal with changinginput signals, it is not surprising that the

main purposeof most circuits is achievedincrementally. For example,an amplifier must amplify

changesin its input, digital circuits mustswitch their internal statesasapplied signalschange,and
power-suppliesmust provide constantcurrent or voltage in the face of changing loads and power

sources. For thesekinds of circuits, the purposeof the quiescentbehavior is to put the nonlinear
devicesinto a desiredregion of incrementalbehavior. Sincequiesc1entbehaviorplaysa subsidiary
role in the incrementalanalysis,this paperwill concentrateon the latter.

Incrementalqualitative argumentsrarely need to refer to more than the sign of the
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derivativewhich indicateswhetherthesignal is increasingor decreasing.This requiresan algebra
of four values: “t” signal is increasing,“0” signal is not changing,“.L” signal Is decreasing,and 7’

signal is unknown. The arithmeticof this algebrais very simple

4 0 ?

4 4 4’ ?
0 4’ 0 ?

7

7

Table I: x + y

Only addition and subtractionare important,and no other operationsare everused,~Anonymous

objects are neverused in causalargumentsand are thusunnecessary.Theserestrictionsmakethe

algebra subsystemof the machinetrivial.
The plan for constructingthe modelsis to startwith the classicalconstraintmodels,and

reformulate them preserving only the sign of the derivativesof the variables. Ohm’s law has a

particularly simple formulation.

v=iR . .

S ~, Figure3: Ohm’s Law
~x refers to the sign of the derivativeof x. Models are describedby an associationlist of variable
bindings followed by a specificationof the relationshipswhich hold amongthesevariables. The

IQ,model for Ohm’s law is:

(((v (voltage #1 #2))
(i (current #1)))

(l~v<=>

The #1 and #2 which appear in the association list refer to the two terminals of the resistor.

Currents are defined to flow into devicesaway from nodes. KirchoWs CurrentLaw (KCL) applies

to componentsso that the current in #1 is equalandoppositeto the current through terminal #2.
The rule prototype of the model specifiesthat the derivativeof the currentmust be the of the same

sign as the derivative of the voltage. Since the resistor hasno preferredcausalflow direction this

rule must be bilateral. This actionis specifiedby the “.cz=>” operator.
The ideal diode conductszero current when the voltage across It Is below a certain

threshold and conductsan arbitrary amount of current at that threshold. This behaviorIs usually

modeled by the two stateson and off:
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(((v (voltage #1 #2))

(i (current #1)))

(choice (on (0 =>

(off (0 => l~i))))

The cho i ce constructspecifiesthe rule prototypesthat apply for eachof the regionsof operation
of the device. The “=>“ operatoris like <=> exceptthat it specifiesan assignmentIn onedirection

only. In the off state, the current through the diode is zero as well as all of its derivatives. The
above model, however, only indicates that the current is unchanging (i.e. the first derivative Is
zero). A particularly simple model for a transistor has an ideal diode as its emitter junction and a
controlled current, source at its collector:

(((v (voltage b e))
(lb (current b))

(Ic (current c))

(le (current el))

(choice (on (0 => l~v) (l~ib ~> lic) (1ib-~=> Zie))

(off (0 => tib) (0 ~> lIc) (0 —~ tie))

(sat (0 => iv) (0 =>

Note that => and <=> always refer to derivatives. The “—‘“>“ operator behaves like i~> except that
it inverts the sign of the assignedquantity.

Analysis of a DTL-Inverter
In order to analyze a circuit containing deviceswhich have different state~,the various

composite circuit states must be considered. Sometimesthe applied signal can force a unique state
choice, and, sometimes a number of possible circuit states,have to be explored simultaneously.
Transistor and diode models assert valued which are dependenton!y upon the state they are In. A
state-valueassertion for a transistor in the off state is (0 => l~ I b). State-value assertions can be
Invoked without propagations, but in order to prevent a proliferation of circuit states, the state-
values of a model are only used if a signal is detected near the device. In this wa~new circuit
states will only be considered when necessitatedby the propagation. A signal can also causethe
circuit to change state. The rules for such state transitions will be discussedlater. Adopting the
convention that the state-valuesare listed separately before the other rules, the transistor model ~ls
described as:

(((v (voltage b e))

(ib (current b))

(Ic (current dl

(ie (current e)))

(choice (on ((0 => l~v) (tib => 3ic))

(iib —=> tie))
(off ((0 => Lib) (0 => tic) (0 => tie)))

(sat ((0 => tv) (0 => tic)))))

Theseare enoughdevicemodelsto analyzethe simplified DTL (Diode-Transistor-Logic)
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inverter which is constructedfrom transistors,diodesand resistors:

OUt Pui~

i wpt’r

Figure 4: DTL-Inverter
When a voltagesignal is applied to the input, nothing happenssincethe diode model

only operateson currentthrough the diode,or voltage acrossIt. Sincethe simplediode model only
hasoutputs,the analysismust makean arbitrarychoice as to whetherDl is on or off. If DI is off,

the current through it is zero and propagationhalts indicating that the restof the circuit values
remain unchanged.If Dl is on, an increasein input voltage results in an increaseat N. A similar

analysisappliesto D2. If D2 is off, the remainingcircuit valuesare unchanged. If D2 Is on, the
voltageat the bas~of Oj is rising which is only possibleif Qis off. If Qj is on, the model saysthat

its base-emittervoltagecannotvary. The analysisof the DTL-inverter fails. S

The DTL analysisfailed to explain how the inputs to the circuit affect Its output. The

Idealdiodemodel for ~D~jproducesacontradictionwhen Qj is on. tven ignoring the contradiction,
themodelsfor Dl and D2 do not sayanything about the currentflowing throughthem. Therefore
no signal ‘would appearat i9 or the output node. One possible solution is to include the
exponentialdiodeeffect for Qj.

(choice (on (tv => tib) (tv => tic) (tv—=> tie)))
This evades,the contradiction.. Unfortunately,if this exponentialdiode model is used for Dl, the
analysiscan~no longer determinewhetherthe voltageat N drops. Dl and D2 could have their
polaritiesreversedwithout affectingthe analysis:

O L.’T\k)r

- v~
Figure5: Faulty DTL-Inverter

In thecorrectcircuit the currentthroughDl decreasesas the input signal rises. In the faulty circuit

this current increases. Since no external voltage is discoveredacross Dl, the exponential diode

model cannotbe utilized to determinethe directionof current flow.
Considera causal argumenta personmight give for the inverter’s operation: “As the

input signal rises, N rises and the current through DI drops. As N rises, D2 turns on harder,
increasingthe, current through it andraising the baseof Qj. Oj turnson harderand pulls down
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the output.” Note that each device appearsonly once and its model is often invoked upon
insufficientevidence. For example,Dl can only communicatethesignal to N if the voltageat N Is
higher if Dl is removed. The currentthrough Dl decreasesonly if N doesnot rise fasterthan the
input. The model employed to describeDl makes the presuppositionthat this is case. Stated
differently, the diode model always makesthe presuppositionthat the first signal detectednearthe
diode invokesthemodel as if this signaldominatesall of theotherquantitiesthemodel references.
In this simple circuit thesepresuppositionscan be trivially verified, but there is no way the diode
model, which only hasaccessto local information,can determinethis.

This is the the beginningsof the notion of a causalargument. To reiterate,a causal
argumentconsistsof a sequenceof events,eacheventdescribinghow the behaviorof a node or
device is influencedby earlier events,with the presuppositionthat thediscoveredtrigger stgnal Is
the dominant input to that nodeor device. Assumingthat the ordering of the eventswithin the
execution componentcan be identified with the sequenceof the causal argument, the causal
presuppositioncan be incorporatedinto themodels. Thediodemodel now becomes:

(((v (voltage #1 #2))

(vi (voltage—to—reference#1))
(v2 (voltage—to—reference#2))

(I (current #1)))

(choice (on ()
(tv (*> ti))

(tvi {C=> tv2) (Cs> ti) (Cs> tv))

(tv2 (C=> tvi) (C—=> ti) (C—=> tv)))
(off ((0 ~> ti)))))

The cho I ce constructhas,been slightly modified. The first expressionof a choice lists the state-
values, and the remaining rule prototypesare groupedtogetheraccording to input variable. The
“Cs>” operator acts like =>~ exceptthat it acts only on nonzero values. In order to include the
consequences of the causalpresuppositionexplicitly, modelsrefer to voltagesat their terminalsas

well asvoltagesacrosstheir terminals. Thecausalpresuppositionassumesall valuesarezero,so It
Is never,necessaryto propagatezero values. In fact, a zero input should never be considereda
dominant input, even if it is found first. In those caseswhere the zero value would have
participatedin a contradiction,the valueit would havecontradictedwith must be nonzeroand that
value will havepropagatedcausingacontradictionataslightly different place.

The model for a transistor now becomes:
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(((v (voltage b e))

(ye (voltage—to-referencee))

(vb (voltage—to—reference b))

(lb (current b))

(ic (current c))

(ie (current e)))

(choice (on ()

(tv (=> tic) (—=> tie) (=> tib))
(tvb (C=> tve) (C=> tv) (C=> tib) (C—*~~>tie) (Cs> tic))

(tve (C=> tvb) (C—=> tv) (C—=> tib) (Co> tie) (C—~>tic)) I

(off ((0 => tib) (0 => tic) (0 => tie)))

(sat ((0 => tic)))))
If the transistoris directly connectedto the local reference,ye and vb are not utilized. This Is the

casewith the DTL-inverter.
Employing these models the DTL analysis succeeds. The following is the causal

argumentthatQUAL finds for the output behavior. The format of this explanationis a causally-

orderedsequenceof events describedby cell-value pairs, eachof which is followed l~ya one line
explanationof the model rule that deducedit. Sinceevents can have multiple antecedentsand

consequents, only simple causal arguments can be expressed with a totally ordered linear list. When
an event has multiple consequents or antecedents this fact will be indicated in the causalargument

and the argument for that value will be included in a judicious place in the event sequence. In
general,therearemany eventscausedby the inputswhich do not affect circuit outputs. Thesewill

not be includedin the causalarguments.
Starting with,.input: , , :. , S

‘(VOLTAGE INPUT GRUUI~D) = , S S

Premi se.

(VOLTAGE N GROUND) = 1’

V2 C=> VI. for 01

(VOLTAGE B GROUND) = 1’
Vi. C=> V2 for 02

(CURRENT C 01) =

V => IC for 01

(CURRENT #2 RL) 4’

KCL for node. OUTPUT

(CURRENT #1 RL)

KCL for device RL

(VOLTAGE OUTPUTVCC) = 4’

= V I for RL

Also given that:

(VOLTAGE GROUNDVCC) = 0

POS! TI yE-SUPPLY
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The combination of events (VOLTAGE VCC GROUND) (VOLTAGE VCC OUTPUT) cause:

(VOLTAGE OUTPUT GROUND) = 4

KVL applied to nodes GROUNDVCC OUTPUT

The deductions the models make depend upon the order in which the propagator

discovers new values. Supposea rising voltage is applied to a transistor. If the increase is applied

to the base,the emittermust follow and the collectorcurrent increases. If the increaseis applied to
the emitter, the base will rise and the collector current decreases.Taking Into accountonly the
voltages at the base and emitter, the two examples are identical. The collector current Is

determinedby which voltagethe propagatorfound first. The causalpresuppositionsaysthat the
collectorcurrentis determinedby which voltage causedtheother.

Figure6 : Causality at the Emitter Junction

The causal presupposition can be violated, and the propagatormust detect these
violations. Whenever a model makes a deduction based on the presuppositionit should explicitly

mention which values are assumedto be zero with respect to triggering quantity. If this

assumption is ever violated, the propagatorshould retract the original deduction. Causal
presuppositionscanalso makesubsequentteleologicalreasoningmore difficult. The solepurposeof
a circuit fragmentmay be to ensurethenondominanceof a quantity. If a causalpresuppositionis
made, that this qu~ntity is nondominant, the purpose of the circuit fragmentcannotbe determined.
To avoid this difficulty, the propagator shoUld try to substantiateall of Its causal presuppositions

after the analysisis completed.

Connection Heuristics
The rules of the device models are of two different types: rules which involve

assumptions that do not necessarily hold, and basic rules which involve no assumptions and are

universally valid. The tvBE => ti~ transistor rule makes no assumptions and is thus a basic rule.

An example of an heuristic rule is tv8 => ti~which assumesthat the v11 input is dominant. In
order to reasonaboutand possiblyretract theseassumptions,the assumptionsthemselveshave to

be explicitly recorded. S

The heuristic rule tv9 => tie. makes an assumptionabout the behavior of the circuit

aroundthe transistorandnot aboutthe transistoritself. If this heuristicvoltagerule is consistently
applied to all the device models,every basic voltage rule must be expandedInto two heuristic

voltage rules. Thesevoltage rules specify how the individual devicemodelsareconnectedtogether,
andthereforea specialKVL connectionheuristic is introducedto replacethem. The KVL-heuristic
is implementedas a procedurewhich is triggered whenevera nonzerovoltage Is discoveredat a

node. It looks for devicemodelswith voltageinputsthat refer to this node and triggers them. For
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example, when the KVL-heuristic discovers a voltage at the baseof a transistor, it triggers the

model on its base-emittervoltage. In doing so, the rule makes the assumptionthat the emitter
voltage is negligible with respectto the basevoltage. The assumptionthat the basevoltageIs the

dominantinput to Q is recordedas [Q vs]. Under this assumptiona rising basevoltagewkll thus

cause a rising collector current.

If the voltage at the emitter is discoveredto be rising independently,the KVL-heuristlc

determines that the collector current is falling undertheassumption[Q VF
1

U Q V~ ~ ~Qv~

Figure 7: and tif Assumptions

Sincethe two contradicting values for hold under different assumptions,the only effect of the

contradiction is to record that at least one of the assumptionsis invalid. The introduction of

explicit assumptions has freed the analysis process from the nondeterminismintroduced by the

queue; no matter when Va is discovered, it will propagate to i~sincethat propagationstep involves
a new independentassumptiondifferent from any other assumptions that were made about that

transistor.
KVL is inherently a constraint law. One possible causal implementation of this

constraint attempts all possible consistent assignments of values to the individual branch voltages.

If the quiescentcurrent flow directions are known, the situation is improved but the strategy

generatesfar, too many assumptionsto be useful. Instead,the KVL-heuristic assignsa value only

to the outermost branch’ voltage, other rules being expected to propagate this voltage to the

individual branches.The input voltage of the Schmitt trigger appearsacrossthe Input transistor
and emitter resistor. Since the transistor is connected to the ir~putvoltage, it is the device that

receivesthe input voltageratherthan the resistorwhich is connected to the neutral reference. The

voltage across the resistor must be calculated by the other rules.

Figure8 : SchmittTrigger Input
From an equilibrium point of view this KVL-heuristic is false, but it capturesthe kind of causality

manifested in the, Schmitt trigger explanation. The KVL-heuristic also makesthe presupposition

(hat all interestingvoltageseventuallypropagateto a voltage with respectto a common reference.
This presupposition is false in analogmultipliers andother heuristicshaveto be developedto deal

with such circuits. Thesecan be analyzed if more references are introduced,but this results In
excessive redundant argumentsas well as requiring a priori knowledge of circuit behavior.
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Associatedwith each propagatedvalue is an environmentdescriptorwhich indicates the

circuit state it applies to and the assumptions under which it is valid. If incompatible
environmentsare kept separate,different environmentscan be explored simultaneously. In this

way those areas of circuit behavior which are common among environments can be shared. Two

environments are incompatible if one environment contains an assumption or state choice on a

device and the other environmentcontainsa different assumptionor state choice on this same
device. Thus any environmentwhich contains{Q v31 is incompatible with any environment which
contains[Q v~1. S

The rules of the device models come from the algebraic models used in electrical

engineering and from the rough qualitative models observed in engineers’arguments.Since there

is a diversity of algebraic and qualitative models, there is also a variety of incrementalqualitative

models. The standardalgebraicincrementaland’quiescentmodels(Hybrid-n and Ebei~s-Moll)for a
transistoremploy a dependentcurrent sourceto describethe collector current. A current source
only constrainscurrentand not voltage, therefore the IQ transistormodel describesthe collector
current as a causal output and ignores the collector voltage. The causal action of the emitter
junction is more complex, and the IQmodel is based on the observed arguments engineers use. A

simple model has 0 => tVBE and i~as a causal input. In most situationsthe diode behavior Is
necessary to explain i~(although 0 => ti8, the infinite-beta model holds moregenerally). Although
the exponential diode equation doesnot distinguishbetweenvoltageand current,the diode action

is almost invariably describedas a voltage causinga current,as seen in the fact that the diode

equation is always written as an exponential. Mathematically, a logarithmic equation is just as
accurate. Therefore the basic IQ transistor.model treats as a causal input and 13 (if beta Is

finite) and i~as outputs. The only rule an IQmodel mustobey Is that it assert all the voltages and

currents associated with the device, because a device model cannot trigger on its own outputs (or
any consequencethereof). ‘

An examination of electronics textbooks shows the dominance of voltage as a causal
quantity. For example, voltage is explained as a force and current as the stuff moved by this force.

The various IQmodels and heuristics follow this convention. Mathematicallythereis no reason to

distinguishbetweenvoltageandcurrent and therearesomecircuits which arebetter understoodin
terms of currents,but they arerelatively rareand will not be discussedhere.

The IQ model for a transistoris representedas follows:
(((v (voltage b e))

(lb (current b))

(ic (current c))

(ie (current e)))

(choice (on ()

(tv (=> tic) (_=> tie) (=> tib)))

(off ((0 => tib) (0 ~> tic) (0 ~> tie)))

(sat ((0 => tic)))))

When a voltage is discovered at a node, any causal input voltage which refers to that node(and
some other) is assumed to also receive this voltage value.
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The exponential diode model used in the DTL-inverter analysishasa rule which states

that the voltageon the anodefollows the voltage on the cathode. This rule makesassumptions
about the behavior of the rest of the circuit. In particular, the rule assumes that the diode is not

connected to a negative resistance. There are many other situations in which It is useful tO make

this kind of an assumption. The emitter junction of a transistor behaves as an exponentialdiode

in that the voltage on the emitter usually follows the voltage on the base. Increasedcollector
‘current usually pulls down the voltage on the collector node.

Figure 9 : CollectorCurrentPulling down NodeVoltage
If the current through a resistor is caused to drop, the voltage at its positive terminal usuallydrops
as well. In all these situations, current flow into a node affects voltage at the node. One way to

make these kinds of deductionspossibleis to follow the exampleof the simplediodemodeland add

heuristic rules to every’ model with causal current outputs.

This unnecessarily complicatesthe device modelsand requireseventhe basic models to

make assumptions. This heuristic is really a statement about the behavior of the rest of the circuit,

and not about the particular device causingthe changingcurrent. For thesereasonsa separate
node model is used which models the behavior of nodes. The node model cannot be represented

conveniently in the format used to express device models. The nearest approximation: to the model

for a n-terminalnodeIs:
(((v •(vol.tage—to—reference node,)) S

(ii (current <terminall>)) . . I

(in (current <terminain>)))

(til (?—=> tv))

(tin (?—=> tv))) ‘

The “?-=>“ operator recordsthe assumptionthat the current triggering the rule is dominant by

(<node><terminal>). S

The procedurewhich implementsthe KCL-heuristic is more sophisticated. If the node

voltage is unknown,and some of the currentsinto the nodeare known, then the voltage at the
node rises if the sum of the currentsignoring KCL on the nodeis positive,and drops if the sum is

negative. This assumption is recordedas [<node> <terminall> ... <terminaln>). The KCL-heuristic

must be applied to every environment individually since a voltage known in one environment can

be unknown in another. Since the KCL-heuristic makes such a major assumptionabout cIrcuit
behavior, and since it can be morejudiciously applied if morecurrentsand voltagesareknown, It
is run after all possible propagations have been made in the environmentonto which It will assert

the new node voltage.
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From the point of view of network theory, the KCL-heuristics make the assumption that
the terminals which are causing current flow into the nodecan be modeledas the terminal of a
current source, and that the remaining terminalscan be modeled as the terminal of a positive

resistance:

R

Figure10: KCL-HeuristicNetwork Assumption
The KCL-heuristic assumption can be violated. This is especiallytrue in circuits with feedback.

The KCL-heuristiccan also be redundantin that thevoltageat thenodeIs eitherIrrelevantor can
bededucedin someother way.

In summary,the basic IQ machineemploys threekinds of rules: model rules, KCL and
KVL, and KCL- and KVL-heuristics. The rules of the device models are locally causaland do
not make assumptions. KVL and KCL apply when all but one of a collection of currents or
voltages is unknown. They also make no assumptions. Finally, the KCL- and KVL-heuristics

allow the analysis to connect together the behavior of the local device models. Since KCL and
KVL are inherently constraint-like, these two heuristics Introduce an artificial equilibration time by
making theirassumptionsexplicit. S

Onepurposeof theassumptionsis to free theIQanalysisfrom the nondeterminacyof the
queue of the basic propagation machine. If every possibly invalid event makes an explicit
assumption,. the order in which the events are found will have no effect on the ensuing
contradictions..A second equally important purposeof, assumptionsis to identify the causeof a
contradiction. The IQ rules may make far mOre assumptionsthan necessary. For example,no
assumptionsare logically necessaryin the causalanalysisof the DTL-inverter becauseall the IQ~
rules arecompletely local. In the caseof the KCL-heuristic at nodeN, It was unableto tell that
there was not a feedforward path to the top of RI. A rudimentary~ topological analysiscould have
determined this, but the KCL-heuristic cannot do any topological analysis and therefore must be
preparedfor the worst. There is however,a simple strategyto removemany of the assumptions.

At the conclusionof the analysisall the possiblecauseshavebeen Investigated,and thereforeany
assumption that does not immediately lead to multiple values must hold. By this strategy,all the
assumptionsmadein theDTL analysisareverified.

The IQdiodemodel is now very simple:
(((v (voltage #1 #2)) ~I

(i (current #1))) ‘.

(choice (on ()
(tv (=> ti)))

(off ((0 => ti)))))
The following is the causal argument for the DTL-inverter utilizing the newmodels. Each event is
follOwed by the list of assumptions(the environment)madeby the causalargument.
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Starting with input:

(VOLTAGE INPUT GROUND) = 1’

Premi se. S S

(VOLTAGE N INPUT) = 4 <(01 V2] (Dl ON)>

KVL—heuristic [Di V2]

(CURRENT #1 01) 4 <(Dl V2] (01 ON)>
V => I for Di

(VOLTAGE N GROUND) = ~‘ <(N Dl] (Dl V2) (Di ON)>

KCL-heuristic (N Di)
(VOLTAGE B N) = 4 <(02 Vi) (02 ON) (N Di] (01 V2) (01 ON)>

KVL—heuristic (02 Vi]

(CURRENT #1 02) = t <(02 Vi] (02 ON) (N Di] (Dl V2] (Dl ON)>

V => I for 02

(CURRENT #2 02) = 4 <(02 Vi) (02 ON) (N Di) (Di V2] (01 ON)>

KCL for device D2

(VOLTAGE B GROUND) = 1~ <(8 02] (02 Vi] (02 ON) (N 01) [01 V2] (01 ON)>

KCL-heuristic (B 02]
(CURRENT C 01) = 1~ <(01 ON) (B 02] (02 Vi] (02 ON) (N 01] [01 V2] (01 ON)>

V => IC for 01

(CURRENT #2 RL) = 4 <(01 ON) (B 02] (02 Vi) (02 ON) (N 01] (01 V2] (01 ON)>
KCL for node OUTPUT

(CURRENT #1 RL) = 1’ <(01 ON) (B 02] (02 Vi] (02 ON) (N 01] (01 V2] (01 ON)>
KCL for device RL

(VOLTAGE OUTPUT VCC) = 4 <(01 ON) (B 02], (02 Vi] (02 ON) (N 011 (01 V2] (01 ON)>

,=VIforRL 5

Also given that:

(VOLTAGE GROUND VCC) = 0 <>

POSI lIVE—SUPPLY

The combination of events (VOLTAGE VCC GROUND) (VOLTAGE VCC OUTPUT) cauae:

(VOLTAGE OUTPUTGROUND) = 4

<(01 ON) (B 02) (02 Vi] (02 ON) (N Di] (Di V2] (Di ON)>

KVL applied to nodes GROUNDVCC OUTPUT

Sinceno conflicting multiple values are found, the assumptions <(B 02] (N 01] (02 Vi] (01

V2]> are verified.

The analysis of the emitter-coupledpair further illustrates the use of the connection
heuristics.
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Figure11: Emitter-CoupledPair

Starting with input:

(VOLTAGE INPUT GROUND) = ~‘ <>

Premise.

(VOLTAGE C3 INPUT) = 4 <(01 VB] (01 ON)>

KVL—heuristic (01 VB]

(CURRENT E 01) = 4. <(01 VB] (01 ON)>

‘V => IE for 01

(VOLTAGE C3 GROUND) 1~ <[C3 01] (01 VB] (01 ON)>

KCL—heuristic (C3’ 01]

(CURRENT C 02) = 4. <(C3 01) (01 V8] (02 ON) (01 ON)>

V => IC for 02 .

“(CURRENT #2 RL) = 1~ <EC3 01] (01 VB] (02 ON) (01 ON)>

KCL for node OUTPUT S

(CURRENT #1 RL) = 4’ <[C3 01] (01 VB] (02 ON) (01 ON)>

KCL for device RL

(VOLTAGE OUTPUT +VCC): =‘ ‘f <[C3 01] (01 VB] (02 ON) (01 ON)>

= V I for RL

Also given that:
(VOLTAGE +VCC GROUND)’ = 0 <>

SUPPLY1

The combination of events (VOLTAGE GROUND÷VCC) (VOLTAGE OUTPUT+VCC) cause:
(VOLTAGE OUTPUT GROUND) = ‘I’ <(C3 01] [01 VB] (02 ON) (01 ON)>

KVL applied to nodes OUTPUT +VCC GROUND

The input voltage is applied to theemitterjunction of Qj causingan increasein its emitter current
therebypulling up the voltageon theemitter. This reducesthebase-emittervoltageof 02 causing
its collector current to decrease. Since the current flows through RL, the output voltage drops.
This causalargumentmakes the assumption that the increased Input voltageappearsacrossQj,

gL

—vcc.
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and that the emitter of Q2 and the collector of Q~l behave as a positive resistance. The first
assumption is a result of applying the KVL-heuristic and the second assumption is the result of

applying the KCL-heuristic. Because the KCL-heuristic is not applied to the output node, Q2’s

collectorcurrentcan be usedto deducethe output voltagewithout making an assumption. Since no

signal is everdetectedaroundO~3,all the circuit quantitiesaroundQ3, RB.I and R82 are presumed

to be zero. A transistor with no incremental collector current must be fulfilling some quiescent role.

In this example O~is functioning as a currentsource.

The complexity of a causal argument depends on the devicemodelsused in the analysis.

The simpler ideal diode model is sufficient to analyzemost circuits. For example,the ideal diode

model can explain the DTL-inverter’s output behavior. Beta is not easily controlled in transistor

fabrication, and so few circuits dependcritically on it. For these circuits beta can usually be

presumedto be infinite with the base current always zero. Some circuits, notably TTL gates,
depend on a fourth region of operationof the transistor. The inclusion of this state unnecessarily

complicates, the analysis of other circuits, most of which do not dependon it. Since the incorrect

choice of oversimplified models usually results in a failure to explain the behavior or an
unretractablecontradiction,the analysis can always start with simpler modelsand introduce the

more sophisticated models if problemsare encountered.

Recognition and Rationalization S

The propagatorcan now generatea possibleexplanation for how the DTL-inverter
works. This explanationis a rationalization,carrying no guaranteethat the inverter functions.

The DTL-inverter has12 possiblestates,and the analysisrevealsthat if the circuit is an inverter,
Inversionmust take place in the one statewhereall devicesare on. This is a kind of recognition,
answeringthe question“Could x perform function y?” ~deKleer ‘Ti]. Moreover, It gives a causal
‘explanationof how that function could beachieved. S

Sincecircuit can havestate,the responseof a circuit to a signal can be a transition from
one stateto another. Individual deviceschangestatewhen thesignalsappliedto themchange,and
thus incrementalanalysiscan determinepossiblestatetransitionsand their causes. Although the
possible states cannot be verified without doing a quiescentanalysis, incrementalanalysiscan
detei~mine all the possible state transitions the circuit might follow in response to an input signal.

An exampleof a transitionrule for the npn transistoris: if the is increasing and the
transistoris off, it mayeventuallyturn on. Rulesof this kind fit neatly Into the device5models:
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(((v (voltage b e))

(ib (current b))

(ic (current c’))
(ie (current e)))

(choice (on ()

(tv (=> tic) (—=> tie) (=> tib)

(if 1’ (S—> sat))

(if 4. (9—> off))))

(off ((0 => tib) (0 => tic) (0 => tie))

(tv (if f (S.-> on))))

(sat ((0 => tic))
(tv (if 4’ (9—> on))))))

(S—> off)) indicatesthat a possibletransitionto theoff statemay occur if

(tv (=> ti) (if 4 (S—> off))))

(off ((0 => ti))
(tv (if 1~ (S—> on))))))

When these transition modelsare used in the incrementalanalysisof the DTL-Invertec,

four possiblestatechangesarefound:
TRANSITION-RULE-4 ‘ S S

<(Di .‘ON)>’——> <(Dl . OFF)> S

Cause: (VOLTAGE INPUT GROUND) =

If the input diode is on,a rising input voltagemayeventuallycauseIt to turn off.

TRANSI TION—RULE-3

<(02 . OFF) (01 . ON)> —-> <(02 . ON) (Dl . ON)>
Cause: (VOLTAGE Ni GROUND) =

If the input diode is on, its anode must be rising with the input signal. Thus, If thedrop diode is
off, it may eventually turn on.

TRANSI TION-RULE-2
<(01 . OFF) (02 . ON) (Dl . ON)> --> <(01 . ON) (02 . ON) (Dl . ON)>

Cause: (VOLTAGE BASE GROUND) =

If both diodesareon, the rising input is communicatedto the baseof the transistorand If it Is off
it may eventually turn on.

The expression (if 4

thesignal is falling.
The model for a diode is much simpler:

(((v (voltage #1 #2))
(i (current #i)))

(choice (on ()
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TRANS I TION-RULE-i

<(Di , ON) (02 . ON) (Dl ON)> —-> <(01 . SAT) (D2 • ON) (Di . ON)>

Cause: (VOLTAGE BASE GROUND) = 1’

If both diodes are on, the rising input is communicatedto the base of the transistor and If It Is on,

It may eventually saturate.

Applying these three transition rules to the 12 possible states results Ifl II possible
transitions between states. The circuit’s states are described by (Dl’s state, D2’s state, Qj’s state):
TRANSITION-il: (ON OFF SAT) -->> (ON ON SAT) [TRANSITION-I~ULE-3]

TRAN5ITION-lO: (ON OFF SAT) -->> (OFF OFF SAT) tTRANSITION-RULE—4]

TRANSITION-9: (ON OFF OFF) —->> (ON ON OFF) [TRANSITION-RULE-3]

TRANSITION-8: (ON OFF OFF) —->> (OFF OFF OFF) (TRANSITION-RULE—4]

TRAN5ITION—7: (ON OFF ON) -->> (ON ON ON) [TRANSITION-RULE-3)

TRANSITION-6: (ON OFF ON) -->> (OFF OFF ON) tTRANSITION-RULE-4]
TRANSITION-5: (ON ON SAT) -->> (OFF ON SAT) ETRANSITION-RULE-4]

TRANSITiON-4: (ON ON OFF) -->> (ON ON ON) (TRANSJTION-RULE—l]

TRANSITION-3: (ON ON OFF) —->> (OFF ON OFF) (TRANSITION-RULE-4)

TRANSITION-2: (ON ON ON) -->> (ON ON SAT) (TRANSITION-RULE-2] S

TRANSITION—i: (ON ON ON) -->> (OFF ON ON) [TRANSITION-RULE-4]

Thesestatetransitionscorrespondto the following statediagram:

(ow ow~oFc)
(ow o~opc)

(OFP 0W0F1)

0w)

AT)

Figure 12 : State Diagram for DTL-inverter

Any state in which Dl is off has no outgoing transitions,becauseno signal can be
communicated to the rest of the circuit when the input diode Is off. The analysiscannotdetermine
whether Dl turns off first or whetherD2 turns on first. This is reflected In TRANS I TION—RULE—4
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and TRANSITION-RULE-3. A quiescent analysis could determine that (OFF OFF ?) was afl
impossiblestate. If vcc is more than two diode drops above ground, current must be flowing

through RI and one of DI or D2 must be on. Further quiescentanalysiscould eliminate more of

these states, but most of them can be eliminated by applying some simple heuristics to the state

diagram.
In order to exhibit useful behavior,a circuit must respondto input signals. This simple

non-autismrule substantiallyreducesthestatediagram. For example,thestate(OFF OFF OFF) can

be eliminated becauseit can only be precededby state (ON OFF OFF), and the output Is zero in
both states. The same argument‘applies to state (OFF OFF SAT). State (OFF OFF ON) is
eliminatedsince it andthe precedingstatealwayshavea rising signal. Thenew statediagramis:

D~)~

Figure’ 13: StateDiagramfor DTL-Inverter afterSimplification
The (ON OFF ON) stateis impossibleand could be ruled out by a simple quiescentanalysis. The
(ON OFF OFF) and (OFF ON ON) statescan only be ruled out by knowing how theDTL-inverter IS
intendedto operate.

Rules of this kind are insufficient to deal with all behaviors. Fortunately, this is not the
goal of this endeavor. Determining a circuit’s function solely from its schematic is, in general
impossible, and rarely interesting. Instead, the unsimplifiedstatediagramcan be used to determine
whether the circuit could perform a specified function. The DTL circuit is supposedto be an
inverter. Applying the restriction that the circuit inverts to the original state-diagram (figure 12)
also results in the simplified state-diagram (figure 13). The circuit could be a DTL-inverter, and if
l~is, the analysis has provided a causal explanation for how the circuit achieves that function. The
circuit has been recognized to be a DTL-inverter.
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Interpretations
The analysisprocessusually discoversmultiple valuesfor the circuit quantities. If two of

thesevaluesdiffer and have compatibleenvironments,a contradiction Is recorded. (Note that a

value has the three parts of IQ expression,environmentand derivation, and that values are

compared by the their IO~expressions.)In the casewhereone of the environmentsis a subsetof
the other,one or both of thesevalues will immediatelystop propagating. Although contradictions

rule out most of the multiple values,many cells still contain multiple, possiblydiffering values at

the conclusion of the analysis. If all of the values in a particular cell arethe same,then no further
analysis is necessary since the value holds independently of any environment. However, if the

valuesdiffer, the correctenvironmentneed to be disambiguatedin order to determinethe correct

value.
S In order to identify the unique causal argument which describes how circuit output Is

related to circuit input, the environments have to be disambiguated regardless of whetherall the

output valuesare the sameor not. More componentsmay contributeto the behaviorof the circuit
than appear in the causal argument of the output. Since the purpose of these components must be
identified, multiple values in these regions of the circuit must also be dlsambiguated. The
disambiguation of every circuit quantity is summarized by an environment consisting of a maximal
collection of assumptions which selects noncontradictory values from each cell. Such an
environmentis called an interpretation. An interpretation selects a value if the environment of that

value is a subsetof the interpretation. The maximality condition ensures that the addition of any

assumption causes the interpretation to select contradictory values from some cell. In order to

accommodatethe behavior of those componentswhose local causal flow is Indeterminate,the

interpretationmaycontain incompatibilities.

At the conclusion of the analysis those cells which,have not receiveçl values are presumed

to contain zero. The rationale is that an effect must havea cause,and all possiblecauseshave
beenexplored. Theconnectionheuristicsmakethe implicit assumptionthat all unknown quantities
are zero, so there is no necessity for propagating these values. An Interpretation may select no

value for a cell and thustakeadvantageof the fact that a cell with no values is zero. If a cell has

no values under a certain interpretation, no causehas been found for it, and therefore It Is

presumed to be zero.

The process of causal analysis explores all possible interp~etatlons of a circuit’s behavior.
Although it is good at determining causal arguments within a particular interpretation,it Is bad at

identifying which interpretation is the correct one. Some assumptionscan be verified by causal
reasoning and other assumptions critically depend on parameter values, but the verification of most
assumptions requires fundamentally different analysis techniques. The latter are based on more

S complicated ‘reasoning about constraints and purposes. One Way to avoid applying these
techniquesis to build the circuit and take measurements. S S

Two of the arguments causal analysis finds for the output behavior of the feedback

amplifier are:
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Its) Pvt

Starting with input:
(CURRENT TERMINAL IN) = 4. <>

Premise.

(VOLTAGE 81 GROUND) = ~‘ <(Bi IN)>

KCL-heuristic [Bl IN]

(CURRENT C 01) = t <181 IN] (Dl ON)>
V => IC for Dl

(VOLTAGE Cl GROUND) = 4’ <(Cl 01] (81 IN] (01 ON)>
KCL-heuristic (Cl Di]

(VOLTAGE E2 Ci) = ‘1’ <[02 VB] (Ci 01] (Bl IN] (02 ON) (01 ON)>

KVL-heuristic [02 VB]

(CURRENT C ,02). = .4 <[02 YB] (Cl 01] (81 IN] (02 ON) (01 ON)>
V => IC’ for 02’ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ S

(CURRENT #2 RC2) 1’ <[02 VB] (Cl 01] (Bl IN] (02 ON) (Dl ON)>
KCL for node OUTPUT

(CURRENT #1 RC2) = 4’ <[02 VB] [Cl 01] [Bl IN] (02 ON) (01 ON)>
KCL for device RC2

(VOLTAGE OUTPUT VCC) = 1’ <[02 VB] (Cl 01) (81 IN] (02 ON) (01 ON)>

=VI forRC2

Also given that:
(VOLTAGE VCC GROUND) = 0 <>

SUPPLY
The combination of events (VOLTAGE GROUND VCC) (VOLTAG~OUTPUT VCC) cause:
(VOLTAGE OUTPUT GROUND)’ = 1’ <(02 YB) (-Cl 01] (+01 IN]~(02 ON) (01 ON)>

KVL applied to nodes OUTPUT VCC GROUND

The increasedinput voltage turns Oj on harder,pulling down its collector. This falling voltageis
appliedto the baseof Q2, causingit to begin to turn off. SinceQ~2’scollector current is dropping,
the voltageacrossthe load RL mustalsodrop.

Figure 14 : FeedbackAmplifier
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~t4Pv~T

Figure 15: Feedback Amplifier

Starting with input:

(CURRENT TERMINAL IN) = 4. <> S S

Premise.
(VOLTAGE Bl GROUND) = ~ <(81 IN]>

KCL—heuristic [81 IN]

(VOLTAGE FP 81) = 4 <[RE V2] [Bi IN)>
S KVL-héuristic [RE V2)

(CURRENT #1 RF) = 4 <[RE V2) (Bi IN)> S

V’..> I for RF
(VOLTAGE EP GROUND) = ~ <(FP RF] (RF V2) [Bl IN)>

KCL-heuristic [FP RF]

(VOLTAGE FPE2) = 1’ <~RBlV2) tFP RE) (RF V2] [81 IN]>
S KVL—heur-ist’ic [RBl V2) ‘ S

(CURRENT #1 RB1) = 4’ <[RB1 V2] (FP RE) (REV2] (81 IN]>
V => I for RB1

(VOLTAGE E2 GROUND) = 1’ <(E2 RB1] (RB1 V2) (FP RE] [RF V2] (81 IN]>

KCL-heuristic [E2 RBl)

(VOLTAGE E2 Ci) = ~ <(02 VE] (E2 RB1) [RB1 V2) (FP RE] (RE V2] [Bl IN] (02 ON)>

KVL—heuristic (02 VE)

(CURRENT C 02) = 4’ <(02 YE] (E2 R8l) (RB1 V2) (FP RF] (RF V2] (Bl I’N] (02 ON)>

V => IC for 02

(CURRENT #2 RC2) = t <[02 VE] (E2 RB1] (RB1 V2] (FP RE] (RE V2] (81 IN] (02 ON)>

I(CL for node OUTPUT

(CURRENT #1 RC2) = 4, <E~Q2VE) (E2 RBl) (RB1 V2) (FP RE] (RE V2] [81 IN] (02 ON)>

KCL for device RC2 S

(VOLTAGE OUTPUTVCC) = 1’

<[02 VE) (E2 RB1] [RBl V2] [FP RE] (RE V2] (81 IN] (02 ON)>

= V I for RC2

Also assuming that:
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(VOLTAGE VCC GROUND) = 0 <>

SUPPLY

The combination of events (VOLTAGE GROUNDVCC) (VOLTAGE OUTPUT VCC) cause:

(VOLTAGE OUTPUT GROUND) = 1’

<(02 VE] (E2 RB1) tRBl V2] (FP RE] (RF V2] [81 IN] (02 ON)>

KVL applied to nodes OUTPUT VCC GROUND

The increasedinput voltage is coupled through RF and RB1 to the emitter of Q2. The rising
voltage at the emitter causesQ2 to begin to turn off, consequentlylowering its collector current.

The voltageacrossthe load RL must alsodrop. S

The circuit’s behavior has four interpretations:

<[81 IN) [ABi Vi] (RE V2] [EP RE) [RB1 V2] [E2 02] [02 VB] (Ci 01]>

<[81 IN) (02 YE) [RE V2] (EP RE) [RBi V2] [E2 RB1] (02 YB) [Cl 01]>

<[81 IN] [RE V2] [FP RE] (RB1 V2] [E2 RBl] (02 YE] (Cl 02]>
<(81 IN] [RE Vi] (E2 02] [RE V2] (RBi Vi] [EP RBl] (02 VB] [Cl 01]>

The four interpretations originate from the circled ambiguities:

Figure 16 : Feedback Amplifier Ambiguities

An ambiguity is minimal if there is no other simpler ambiguity whoseresolution would
automaticallyresolveit as well. Two ambiguities are similar if they involve identical environments.
If only the minimal instanceof eachambiguity is retained,and if similar ambiguities~are grouped

together, only threeambiguitiesremain: , S

Ambiguity between

<[81 IN] [E2 RB1) [RB1 V2) (EP RE] (RE V2]> resolves 2 other ambiguities

<[Bi IN] [E2 02) (02 VB] (02 ON) [Cl 01) (01 ON)> resolves 1 other ambiguities

occurs at ,

(VOLTAGE E2 GROUND) ‘

(VOLTAGE E2 VCC) S
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Ambiguity between

<(81 IN] [FP RE] [RF V2]> resolves3 other ambiguities

<[81 IN] [FP RB1] [02 V8] (02 ON) [Ci 01] (01 ON)> resolves 1 other ambiguities

occurs at S

(VOLTAGE FP GROUND)

(VOLTAGE EP VCC)

(CURRENT #1 R82)

(CURRENT #2 RB2)

Ambiguity between
<[Bl IN] (Cl 01] (01 ON)> resolves3 other ambiguities

<[81 IN) (Cl 02] [02 VE] (02 ON) [E2 RBi] [RB1 V2] [FP RE) [RE V2]>
resolves 1 other ambiguities

occurs at
(VOLTAGE Cl GROUND) S

(VOLTAGE Cl VCC)

(CURRENT #1 RC1) S

(CURRENT #2 RC1)

S Through careful analysis of the environments, the numberof measurementsrequiredto

resolvethe ambiguities can be minimized. Each measurementwill contradictone of the two
environments of an ambiguity. The contradiction of any particular environment may also

automaticallyresolveother ambiguities. For example,if environment<(Cl 01] (Di ON)> of the

third ambiguity is contradicted,all the other am~b~guitiesare automatically resolved since each

other ambiguity has one epvironment whi~.h.contains<[Cl 01] (01 ON)>. This number Is

indicated ~ifter the environment in the summary: Since there is. no a priori information about

which environments will be contradicted,the next ambigtifty ‘to resolve Is selected on the basisof

the average number of ambiguities that would be resolved by the measurement.By this measure
the second and third ambiguities have better scores, and QUAL arbitrarily picks the second.
Voltage measurements are usually easier to take, so QUAL asks for one of the two voltagesthat

would resolvethe ambiguity:

Optimal voltage measurements are:

(VOLTAGE EP VCC) S

(VOLTAGE Cl VCC) S

Is the value of (VOLTAGE FP VCC) t~ or 4’

The voltage at FP is observedto be falling. The final consistent interpretation for the circuit’s

behavior Is: S

<[Bi IN] [RE Vi] [E2 Q2] [RE V2] [RB1 Vi] [FP RB1] [02 YB] (Ci 01]>

Since all the possible assumptions about RF are included in this InterpretatIon, the causality
around RF hasnot been clarified.

This interpretation identifies the correct causalargumentfor the output presented In
Figure 14. Since causal analysis did not determinethe correct interpretation,the selectedcausal
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argument remains a rationalization of the observed behavior. Causal analysisassigns multiple
values to circuit quantities only if they can be derived in multiple ~ays. This only happens if the
circuit contains possible feedback paths. Since ambiguities always stem from possible feedback

paths, explicit knowledge about feedback should be incorporated into the analysisprocess.

Fault Localization S

This paper has described the beginnings of a theory of what it meansto understand how

a circuit works. One test of such a theory must be whether this understanding can be utilized to

analyze circuit faults. One use of fault localization techniques is troubleshooting. Troubleshooting
involves determining why a particular correctly designed circuit is not functioning as intended, the
explanation for the faulty behavior being that the particular instance of that circuit under
considerationis at variancein some way with its design. The sametechniquesare alsoapplicable

to debugging almost correct designstSussman77]. If the designerhas a descriptionof how the
circuit should behave and has an implementation of that behavior that is correct except for some

small local problem, the intentions of the designer can be used to determine which component is

contributing to the unintended behavior. The success of the fault localization strategies discussed

herewill dependon having a descriptionof how the circuit should work andon whetherthe fault

is localized to a small area of the circuit.

Every mechanismwhich can predictbehaviorcanbe utilijed to predict thenew behavior
which would i~esultif a fault were introduced. Troubleshooting by synthesis exhaustively
hypothesizesall possible faults and eliminates those faults which are not consistent with the
observed symptoms. This technique is computationally impractical with conventional circuit

analysisprograms. Moreover, special techniqueshave to be developedto copewith the iRfinite

nuri~berof:faults a single componentcan have(e.g. a resistor can havean infinite number of

incorrect values). Sincecausalanalysisusesa simplealgebra,the computationis moretractabTeand
the numberof faultsacomponentcan haveis limited.

Thereare two differenttechniquesfor evaluatinghypotheticalfaults., A faulty model can
be usedin the usualcausalanalysisto determinewhetherthepredictedbehavioris consistentwith
the observedsymptoms. This techniquewould determinethat a failing DTL-inverter could be
explained by Dl being stuck off. Another technique is to remove the Input signal and treat the
inserted fault as the signal. This technique predicts the changein quiescentbehavior. If the
predicted change is consistentwith the difference between the correct and observed quiescent
behavior, the fault explains the symptoms. For example, suppose the beta of the DTL-inverter
output transistoris too low. Introducing this fault in the state when all the devicesareon, the
collector current decrements.This explainsthe quiescentfault that the inverter is not pulling down

hard enough. The latter technique is particularly useful in identifying faults in the quiescent
aspects of the circuit behavior,and the techniqueis useful for identifying faults in the incremental

behavior. Unfortunately, neither technique provides a method making hypotheses,

Troubleshooting by synthesis using these evaluation techniques is inefficient both In terms of
computational resources and in the number of measurements required to isolate the faulted
component.
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Since causal analysis usually finds multiple interpretationsfor the behavior, these two

techniques work considerablybetter when the correct interpretation is known. The Interpretation
can be used to indicatewhich statesto exañiine for symptomaticbehavior. For example,Dl stuck

off explains the circuit’s inability to invert onl’~if inversiontakesplacein the statein which all the

devices are on. The more that is known aboutthe circuit’s behavior,the easierit is to troubleshoot

it. The expected input-output behavior is necessaryto determinethat a fault exists at all, and

knowledge of the correct interpretation guides the analysis of hypothetical faults. By making

random measurements,troubleshootingby synthesiswill eventuallylocalize the fault, but It Is more
profitably used as an hypothesisevaluatorfor the localizationstrategies.

The interpretation also providesa causalexplanationfor how theoutputsarecausedby

the inputs. The devices mentioned in this explanation are prime candidatesfor possiblefaults and
the fault modescan be determinedby examiningthe argument. The resulting hypothesescan be

evaluatedto determinewhich faults in which of thesedevicesare consistentwith the symptoms.

The difficulty with this is that the interpretationmay be changed by the presence of the fault. If a

causal assumption is violated, the entire argument may be invalidatedbecausethe dominant effect

may actually be the quantity which causedthe violation. Since the designernever intended that

the circuit behave in that way, no appealcan be madeto the original intention. Similarly, state
diagram heuristicswhich apply to working circuits cannot be used. The interpretation under

which the faulty circuit is behaving must be disambiguated by actual measurements.The

procedurepresentedin the previoussection can determinethe interpretationby taking appropriate

measurements.When the new interpretationis identified, its causa!argumentcan beexaminedfor

faults.
If the behaviorprediction mechanismis invertible, this property can be utilized for fault

and for design; the symptomaticor desiredinput-outputbehavioti is used as an input

to the inveried prediction mechanismin order to identify faults in or constraintson the individual

components.Numerical techniquesare not invertible and thereforeinapplicable. Propagationof
symbolic constraintscan be quite successfulin synthesizing a circuit from a desiredinput-output
behavioride Kleer & Sussman78), but it is not as applicable to troubleshootingide Kleer 75).
When desired behavior differs from expectedbehavior, blame can be assigned t~any device

involved in the propagation. In a detailedanalysis the desiredoutput behavior may dependon
everycircuit device, thereforethe observedsymptomprovidesno information. The 5strategyonly
becomes informative after internal measurementshave been taken which Introduce sufficient

redundancy that the constraintsdo not needto dependupon everydevice in the circuit. Even after

some internal measurementshave been taken, the strategy is incapable of suggesting further
measurements to take. Some other mechanism must be employed to suggest informative

measurements.
A particular causalargumentcan be inverted to determinewhat could havecausedthe

undesirable output. However, far moreprofit can be madeby Inverting the causalanalysisprocess
itself. The direction of time flow can be reversedin the analysisprocessin order to determinewhat
could have causedthe undesirablebehavior. The direction of time flow is primarily provided by

the models, and thesecan be easily inverted. For example,an Increasedtransistor Is used to
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derive an increased i~.but not vice versa. When the direction of time flow is reversed,i~is usedto
derive an increased UBE but not vice versa. In forward time adeduction “A implies B” signifies “A
causesB” while in reversetime it signifies “A can be causedby B.” The Inverted model for a
transistor iS:

(choice (on ()
S (tic (~=> tv))

(tie (—=> Iv))

(tib (=> Iv)))

(off ((8 => tib) (8 => tic) (8 => tie)))

(sat ((0 => tic))))
The other devicemodels are easily inverted.

KCL and KVL remain unchanged. The connection heuristics require major
modification. The KVL-heuristic is easily dealt with. In forward time analysisa devicemodel can
be triggered by a voltage-to-reference on one of its input nodes. The reverse time KVL-heuristic

deducesa voltage-to-referencewheneverthe inverted device model determinesa voltage on an
input. For example, the forward KVL-heuristic triggers the transistorrule on the assumptionthat
the base voltage is dominant, and the reverse KVL-heuristic deduces the voltage on the base from
the collector current under the assumptionthat the base voltage was the dominant input that
caused the collector current. The assumption is recordedas EQ v8] in both cases. In order to
understand the reverse KCL-heuristic reconsider the network theory behind the assumption:

~sj

Figure 17 : KCL-heuristic Network Assumption

The forward KCL-heuristic makes the assumptionthat the unknown currentsinto a nodebehave

as a positive resistance so that it can predict the voltage at that node. The reverse KCL-heuristlc

is derived by applying Ohm’s law to this positive resistance. In re’~ierse analysis, whena voltageat
a node is discovered, it is assumed to be the result of current flowing through the positive

resistance. The reverse KCL-heuristic is implemented by a procedure which is triggered whenever

a voltage-to-reference is discovered and then assumes that the unknown terminal currents

individually receive the current which Ohm’s law predicts the entire unknown bundle of terminals

should receive. The reverse KCL-heuristic is as complicated as the forward KCL-heuristic because
it must carefully analyzetheenvironmentsof thevoltageand thecurrents.

When time is reversed, the ambiguities in the analysis result from the inability to identify

the specific cause for an effect. These ambiguities can be handled by the same methods used in
forward time reasoningto handle causeswith uncertain effects. Compare the following reverse
time causal analysis of the DTL-inverter with the earlier forward time causal argument.

Starting with input:
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(VOLTAGE OUTPUTGROUND) = 4’

Prernise, S

Also given that:
(VOLTAGE GROUNDVCC) = 0 <> S

POS j TI VE—SUPPLY

The combination of events (VOLTAGE GROUNDVCC) (VOLTAGE OUTPUTGROUND) cause:
(VOLTAGE OUTPUTVCC) = 4’

KVL applied to nodes GROUNDVCC OUTPUT

(CURRENT #1 RL) =

=VI forRL

(CURRENT #2 RL) 4’

I(CL for device RL

(CURRENT C 01) t

KCL for node OUTPUT
‘(VOLTAGE B GROUND) = 1’ <(01 ON)>

IC => V for 01

(CURRENT #2 02) = 4’ <[8 02] (01 ON)>

KCL—heuristic [B 02]

(CURRENT #1 02) = t <[8 02) (01 ON)>

KCL for device 02
(VOLTAGE B N) = 4’ <[B 021 (01 ON)> S

I => V for 02

(VOLTAGE N GROUND) = 1’ <(02 ON) [02 Vi) (802] (01 ON)>

l<VL—heuristic [02. Vl] , ‘ . S , , S

‘(CURRENT #1 Dl) = 4’ <[N Di] (02 ON) (02 Vi) [B 02] (01 ON)>

KCL-heuristic [N Dl]
(VOLTAGE N INPUT) = 4’ <(Dl ON) [N Di] (02 ON) [D2 Vi] [8 02] (01 ON)>

V => I for 01
(VOLTAGE INPUT GROUND) 1’

<[01 V2) (Dl ON) [N Dl) (02 ON) (02 Vi] [B 02] (01 ON)>

KVL—heuristic (Dl V2)

This explanation lists the events in the usual order of discovery that was used for the
forward time explanations. Event A is an antecedentof eventB If B takespart in a possiblecausal

deductionof A. Note that the above explanation is just the inverseof theforward time explanation.

The forward time flow analysisis an information-losingprocess; any valuewhich is not
an output and doesnot propagateis lost. Contradictionshaveno direct effect on the output signal

and are also lost. Since the reversetime analysisis given only onepiece of Information about the
forward time flow behavior,it cannotanalyzethe entire circuit. However,it should be able to find

a causalargumentto explain what inputs could havecausedobservedoutputs. It can useforward
time flow analysis to checkthe interpretationit discovers.
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In the reverse time analysis, the faulty output can be caused by either faulty inputs to the

component or the component itself. Just as in troubleshooting by synthesis, thereare two different

techniques for using the strategy. The undesirable difference between observed and expected

quiescent behavior can be treated as the quantity to be explained. Using this technique, a low

collector current is explained by a low beta. The other techniqueexplainsthe undesired response

to the applied signal directly, explaining a positive gain in the invérter by a possible base-collector

short in the output transistor. Sincemost faults manifest themselvesquiescently,the first technique
is generally more useful.

Except for assumptionsat the externalconnectionsthe interpretation for a behavior is

independent of the direction~of time flow. Nevertheless, a fault may force a different unintended

S interpretation. In order to disambiguate the interpretations, measurements internal to the circuit

must be taken. Applying this strategy the fault localization process takes circuit measurements for

two purposes. When a possible causal explanation for the symptomatic behavior is known,
measurements are necessary to determinewhich device in this explanationcould be faulted. If no
interpretation is known, or if measurements invalidate an interpretation, measurements must be
taken to determine a new interpretation. S

The reversetime localization processis considerablydifferent than troubleshootingby
synthesis. It makes only one analysiswith the undesired behavior as the input signal, while
troubleshootingby synthesishas to do a separateanalysisfor every possiblefault. Although the
causalargumentthey both eventuallyarrive at to explain the symptomaticbehaviorIs Isomorphic
(undertime-reversal),the reversetime strategyhas madea more efficient set of measurementsand
Is able to explain why the measurementswere madeand why other faults were not considered.
The only explanation troubleshootingby synthesiscan provide to explain why a device is not
fau)ted is that a fault in the device is not consistentwith the observedsymptoms. It Is alsopoor at
suggesting further measurements. S 5

Both localization strategiesare successful,and their successis due in large part to

utilizing the knowledgeof how the circuit works. The missing pieceof the theory is hierarchy.
The strategiesdiscussedin this sectionapply to any level of detail, but they do not explain how to
movebetweenlevelsof detail. An improvedlocalizationsystem would first analyzethe fault at the
shallowest level of detail. After the fault has been localized to particularmodules,It would consider

the implementation of only those models which could contain the fault.

The Relationship Between Causality and Constraint
There is an interleavedhierarchyof causaland constraint-likedescriptionsfor the same

physical phenomena. In the Schmitt trigger description the engineerusesa causaldescription. In
order to determine the precise values of the electrical quantitieshe will employ a constraint

representation consisting of algebraicequations.This lumped-parameterrepresentationIs modeled

on more basic causal phenomena. Although constraint-like representations have been explored to a
great extent, little attention has been paid to the morecausalrepresentationsthat people prefer.

In contrast to causal arguments, a quantitative description of a system’s behaviorIs In
terms of a set of quasistatic constraints describing the dynamicsof thesystem. Indeed,the lumped-
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parameter circuit model of the physical systemdescribedby a circuit diagram is only valid under

the assumptionthat the system is always at equilibrium. But a circuit is only useful because its

equilibrium changesunder the influence of imposed signals. The ~force”that moves a circuit from
one interestingequilibrium to another, when driven by a signal~ is that the incremental signal

slightly displacesthe equilibrium from the circuit’s state. The process of equilibrating is adequately

described by the differential equations of the dynamics of the circuit. The mannerin which the

signal movesthe equilibrium around is betterdescribedby the qualitative, causal arguments.

Although the equilibrating processcan be quantitatively described, it is difficult to

quantitatively describe the manner in which the signal moves the equilibrium. The lumped-

parametercircuit model is an idealization and simplification of the behaviorof the electromagnetic

fields in and around the circuit components. Since changes In these fields propagate at finite
speeds,this processtakes a certain amount of time. The differential equations of the lumped-

parameter circuit model cannot account for what happensduring this period of disequilibrium.
Within this period the changing fields of the input signals propagateuntil global equilibrium Is

reached. This propagation can be viewed as a kind of causal flo~: the input field changes and

propagates to other materials causing further fields to change. Thesechangescan be partially
orderedin a time sequence in which each change is causedby chahgesearlier in the sequence and

earlier in time.

The quantitative calculation of the causal flow that happensduring the period of
disequilibrium is intractable. Although the electromagneticlaws that govern the physics are

known, there is no practical way to quantitatively describethis causalprocess.This meansthat the
electrical engineer can never completely analyze a circuit. Fottunately the engineer Is only

interested in analyzing the circuit to a certain amountof pre~isiohand the lumped-circuitmodel

providesa techniquefor this If the disequilibrium in a particular~ area of the circuit Is Important

to the overall behavior, the engineerintroducesparasukcapacitors and inductors to describe this

disequilibrium. This technique captures the quasistatic effects of the disequilibrium but not the

causal effects.

Although causal reasoningis quantitatively intractable, it appears to be the preferred

mode of reasoningfor humans. Feynman[65) makes a similar observationabout how people

prefer to think aboutthe Law of Gravitation. When an electricalengineerreasonsabout a circuit
he tries to reintroduce the causality that the lumped-circuitmodel1 throws away. He does this by

using locally causalmodels and imposing a time flow on thechangesin circuit quantities. Only by
throwing away most of the detail of the models and the causality is he able to maie the causal
analysis tractable. The engineers’qualitative theory of circuit causality explains the period of

equilibration by introducing finite time flow and permitting the circuit to be In disequilibrium.

The actual lumped-circuitmodel of the circuit he usesallows him to includeonly thoseeffects that

are important, and his causal argument describes the effect of, each component In the

disequilibrium period.

Topology and Geometry
This researchfocuseson analyzinga circuit by simulating its behavior. This Is called
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functional analysis. A circuit can also be analyzed by topological and geometric techniques.
Topological analysis comparesthe topology of the circuit with previously recognized topologies.

Geometricanalysis relies on the tacit graphical languageengineersuse when they describecircuit
topologieson paper. This researchfocuseson functionalanalysisbecausetopologicalandgeometric

techniquesbreak down when presentedwith circuits sufficiently different from those previously
recognized. Since the ultimate purpose of the analysis is to explain behavior, topological analysis

must translateits results into behavioral terms. This meansthere must be a way to specify the
Input-output behavior of a fragment of topology. If the internal behaviorof a recognizedcircuit

fragment is to contribute to the causal explanationof the circuit’s behavior, the fragment must

havebeenfunctionally analyzedat onetime.
Topological recognition must, of course, play a role In recognizing the components

themselves.Thereare also many local topologicaltransformationswhich are useful. For example,
a real DTL inverter employs a series of diodes for D2. In the IQ model, two diodes In series or In

parallel function as one diode. The following is a collection of some of the more common local
topological transformations:

S H

S Figure 18: Local Topological Transformations’

The technique of substituting one topology for anotherbecomesmuch less useful whenapplied to
larger fragmentssincethe samelarge fragmentwill rarely be seen again. Thenext instanceof the
fragment will probably fail to match. To be useful, topological analysismust be able to the make
the partial matches. For example, the following three circuits are: all Instances of emitter-coupled
pairs:

Figure19: Emitter-CoupledPairs
Current partial match strategiesare rather poor. In order t& be general the matcher must
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incorporate functional information. There are also only a small number of fragments whose

behavior can be summarized with simpler topologies.

Engineersmakeextensiveuseof topological and geometric analysis in recognizing new

circuits. The engineer may recognizesomefragmentstopologically and usefunctional analysis to
Identify others. Often a fragment, or perhapsan entire circuit~is so similar to a previously

recognized fragment that the old fragment’s behavioral description is used, augmentedby the

impact of the topological differences. In short, the engineer’s recognition process depends equally

on topologicaland functional analysis. Nevertheless, the final explanation Is alwaysa behavioral

one which often doesnot refer to the recognizedfragments,but only includes that aspectof their

internal behaviorwhich is important.
The geometry of the circuit schematic has tremendous impact on the engineer’s

topological recognition process. Electrical engineering has a tacit languageof expressingtopologies

that is rigidly followed. Circuits of aparticular typeare alwaysdrawn in the sameway. Geometric
S analysiscan also guide the functional analysis. Causal analysis often gets confused about the

direction of causality in feedbackpaths. The main signal path usually hasmorecomponentsalong

It. The feedbackpath usually involves a long line with few components attached to it. Signals
usuallyflow from left to right, and feedbackpathsusually flow from right to left.

S Applications
Thecausalanalysisprocesspresentedin this paperIs capableof analyzingmost cir~uits.

The argumentsQUAL discoversto exrlain circuit behaviorare similar to those engineersfind.
Causal analysis is also shown to be useful for recognition and troubleshooting. There are a
number of other directions in which QUAL could be naturally extended. Q,..UAL does not

currently deal with true time delaysintroducedby capacitorsand inductors; an understandingof
S capacitorsand inductorsis requiredto understandoscillators. QUAL can be usedto determinethe

appropriate models and places to introduce variables for algebraic analysis. 8y specifying
constraints on the causal behavior, QUAL can determine algebraic constraints on the circuit

parameters. A qualitative quiescentanalysis would be very useful for identifying contradictory
states.

QUAL is basedon a far from completetheory of understandingcircuit behavior. QUAL

is capableof simulatingthe behaviorof a circuit atadeepenoughlevel to beuseful,anda shallow
enough level to be computationally tractable. This analysis by simulation Is very useful, but

analysis has a more general purpose. The behavior of the circuit is the manifestation of a
particular plan which is implemented by the circuit, and the analysis of a circuit involves

discoveringthis plan. The engineerbringsa library of suchplansto bearwhen heencountersnew

circuits. Analysis requires using this library to identify the plan which explains the circuit’s

behavior.
Analysis must determinethe behavior of the circuit and purposesof the components.

Behavioral teleology explainsthe purposeof a componentaccordingto how it contributesto the
causal argument which explains the circuit’s behavior. Implementation teleology relates the

particularcircuit to its plan. The interpretationprovidesa mechanism for representing behavioral
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teleology. The causal argument indicated by a particular interpretation specifies how each
componentcontributesto the circuit’s input-output behavior. The interpretations for the different
circuit states is a starting point for identifying the plan for the circuit’s behavior.

For a more detaileddiscussionof a possibletheory of plans for circuits see [de Kleer 77).

.The theory of plans discussedthere is motivated by the theory of plans being developed for
programs [Rich et.al. 77). Rieger and Grinberg [77) have developed a method for explicitly
representing the causality of physical mechanisms. The theory of plans being developed here
draws on both of these, employing the notions of teleology developed in programming. while
preserving the causality of the basic mechanisms.

The most importantclassof plans involves feedback. Feedbackis the basic mechanism
by which the behavior of a collection of componentscan be controlled. The inherently global
nature of feedback makes it difficult to deal with directly using causal analysis. However, the

causalexplanationsof the propagationscan be examinedto detectfeedback. Feedbackoccurs if a

cell getsa value which dependson a previous value of the cell. This can only happen for a causal
assumption made by a connection heuristic. For example,QUAL may propagate a signal along a
main signal~path assumingthe feedback connection is nondominant. When the, main signal
propagatesa valueback along the feedbackpath, this assumptionwill be violated and feedbackis
detected.The detectionof feedbackIs: possibleas a resultof theconnectionheuristics.,

CtRC.~n.T

Figure 20: Analysis
Causalityand constraintplay key roles in the understandingof the physicalworld. At

some level of detail theories are either completely causal or completely constraint-like. At the
qualitative level at which people reason about the world, some domainsare morecausal than
others. Constraint plays a minor role in the roller coasterworld of NEWTON (de Kleer 75).
NEWTON uses a kind of causality to envisiondifferent possiblesuccessorscenesand then uses

constraint analysis to determinewhich sceneis correct. It is largely an artifact of the the roller

coaster domain that the constraints are only used algebraically.

The applicability of the theory of causal reasoning presented in this paper depends on
what extent to which the domain exhibits the following two properties.

(1) All the potential cause-effectinteractionsmust be determinablea priori, and the number of such
Interactions must be finite. In otherwords, the topology of all the possiblecausal interactions must
be determinedbeforecausalanalysisstarts.
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(2) The domain hasconstraint-likeandcausalinferences.

The first property is violated in the problems of a pendulum swinging against a nail, a truck

wedged in a tunnel, or a ball bouncinginside of a cube. In all of theseproblemsthe precisepoint
of causalinteractioncannot be easily determinedand it is impossibleto a priori describea topology

of causalinteractions. The extentto which the secondproperty holds, determinesthe richnessof

the interaction between causal and constraint-like reasoning. Electronics is an optimum domain in
which to explore causal reasoning since it admits a rich constraint-like and causal analysis. As a

more precise theory of causal reasoning Is developedfor circuits, more Insight will be obtainedInto

the role causal reasoning plays in more complex reasoning about the causality of physical objects.
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